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One party is Huawei, one of the largest telecommunication terminal makers in the world. The other party,  IDC is a giant US based company holding 

global telecommunications  standard patents..  The lawsuits triggered by an IP dispute between these two giants were brought not only to the courts in the 

United States but also to the Chinese courts on the other side of the Pacific Ocean.  On October 28, Guangdong Higher People’s Court rendered the final 

judgment, determining that IDC has engaged in monopolistic practices and accordingly awarded RMB 20 million yuan in  damages to Huawei.  Since this 

case involves cutting-edge issues in IP law worldwide, the standards established by the court’s decision will have a significant effect on IP judicial 

protection domestically and internationally.  

IDC's attack and Huawei's Counterattack  

Huawei is a major global supplier of telecommunication equipment, but its plan to enter the US market has not run smoothly. 

After an investigation report released in October 2012 by the U.S. House Intelligence Committee in the name of “state security”, Huawei and other 

Chinese companies suffered yet  another setback when the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) announced on January 31 this year to launch a 

“Section 337 Investigation” on the 3G and 4G wireless equipment supplied by Huawei and others in order to determine whether these devices infringe 

any patent of US companies.    

The US “Section 337 Investigation” was first named after [the enactment of] Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, which has subsequently been 

substantially amended several times .  Section 337 provides that ITC has the authority to conduct investigations on complaints against infringement of 

patents and registered trademarks, misappropriation of trade secrets, infringement of commodity packaging, passing off, false advertising, etc.  If Huawei 

                                                           
1 [logo]: Guangdong Province Higher <illegible>People’s Court /Guangdongcourtsnet 

[unable to format legend above logo: A Battle Across the Pacific Ocean                                28/09/2014  3:06 pm 

2 CN version please see: http://www.gdcourts.gov.cn/gdcourt/front/front!content.action?lmdm=LM20&gjid=20131030101658623475  
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is found to have carried out IP infringement in the “Section 337 Investigation”, Huawei would be prohibited selling the relevant products in US and lose 

the US market      

The “Section 337 Investigation” [against Huawei and other Chinese enterprises] was initiated by InterDigital, an American wireless technology supplier.  

On 26 July 2011, InterDigital filed a complaint with the ITC and brought a civil suit against Huawei in a Delaware court, alleging that seven of its patents 

were infringed by Huawei’s 3G equipment.  InterDigital’s actions annoyed Huawei, as the two parties were in patent licensing negotiations  . 

Who is InterDigital? Its Chinese name is 美国交互数字公司, and it controls subsidiaries such as InterDigital Communication Inc., InterDigital 

Technology Company, InterDigital Patent Holding Company, and IPR Licensing Company, all affiliated with each other and collectively referred to as 

the InterDigital Group (henceforth, IDC).  IDC has participated in setting various international wireless communication standards and thereby holds a 

series of wireless communication fundamental technology patents. 

It was this series of wireless communication patents that was the source of this grievance between Huawei and IDC.  As a response to IDC’s  actions, 

Huawei brought  IDC before a Chinese court in order to safeguard its own rights and interests and launch a counterattack.   

On  December 6, 2011, Huawei commenced anti-monopoly litigation against IDC for abuse of market dominance before the Shenzhen Intermediate 

People’s Court.  Huawei requested the court to order IDC cease their monopolistic behavior and sought damages of RMB 20 million.  

 Unbypassable Exclusive Patents 

Against the background of endless friction in recent years arising in connection with patent infringement cases worldwide between such international 

communication companies as Apple, Sumsung and Nokia, etc., this case has attracted wide attention around the world, particularly in the 

telecommunication industry, once it was filed.  It is China’s first case concerning Standard Essential Patent [SEP] licensing dispute. 

What are standards?  What are SEPs?  Nowadays, everybody’s life and work are becoming ever more inseparable from handsets.  Anyone who has 

visited Japan knows that Chinese handsets cannot roam in Japan due to using different communication standards in these two countries.  Therefore 

standards are like an “invisible order”. 

Well-known existing technical standards in the telecommunication field are 2G, 3G and 4G standards.  There are more than one hundred industrial 

standardization organizations around the world, and among these standard setting organizations European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) 

and the US ‘ Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) are influential in the telecommunications field.  For example, the 2G standards consist of 

ETSI’s GSM standards available across Europe and TIA’s CDMA standards available in the U.S., both of which exist side by side in China and are 

operated by China Mobile, Unicom and China Telecoms, respectively.  The 3G standards consist of WCDMA, CDMA2000 and TD-SCDMA, which 

were set by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project with ETSI and TIA being founders and are available in Europe, China, the United States, etc. 

All communication equipment manufacturers have to ensure their own products are  in compliance with the relevant standards in  export countries so that 

their products can be sold and normally used there.  The establishment of technology standards in the telecommunication field is inseparable from 

participation and promotion by those telecommunication giants, and even more inseparable from their telecommunication patents.  The emergence of a 

new standard represents further scientific and technological progress, and more advanced technology, which in turn  requires more patent protection.  The 
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current situation of global competition can be described in the following way: the third-tier enterprises sell labor, the second-tier enterprises sell products, 

the first-tier enterprises sell patents, and the super-enterprises sell standards. This reflects the current status of global enterprise competition. 

Although Huawei, ZTC and other Chinese enterprises have participated in the setting  of the 4G standards, but because China started late in autonomous 

R&D activities in the telecommunication field, domestic enterprises had  very little voice  in setting the 2G and 3G standards.  In contrast, IDChas been 

the big winner by incorporating its own patents into the standards when it directly participated in setting the 2G and 3G standards.  As a result, Huawei 

must use IDC's patents when manufacturing 3G phones, otherwise it would be almost impossible to proceed.        

Discriminatory royalty rates 

Huawei claimed that IDC has used its participation in various international standards setting to incorporate its patents into these standards so as to make 

them become SEPs and achieve a dominant market position.  “IDC ignores its “Fair, Reasonable, and Non-discriminatory  [FRAND] commitment and 

engages in excessive pricing, imposing unreasonable conditions and is suspected of bundling arrangements,” said Huawei.  IDC also refused to deal with 

Huawei by initiating a “Section 337 Investigation” before the ITC and commencing litigation in the US Federal Court, harming market order.  Huawei 

requested the court to determine IDC abuse of market dominance in both the US and China markets.  

IDC's profit model is generated from telecommunications patent licensing, but not directly from manufacturing terminal equipment.  The royalties are 

generally paid in a lump sum and calculated based on a percentage of sales amount.  In fact, the two parties had engaged in many rounds of negotiations 

since November 2008.  Before the “Section 337 Investigation” was initiated, IDC had proposed in its last offer in 2012 that the royalty rates for the period 

between 2009 and 2016 would be 2% by sales volume.  

Such a high price is clearly  could not be accepted by Huawei.  What does the rate of 2% mean?  The current profit margin for general industry products 

is only 3%.  If Huawei agrees on the proposed royalty rate of 2%, almost all of Huawei’s profits will be almost  eaten up just by paying the royalties of 

IDC alone..     

What angered Huawei is that IDC imposes many kinds of standards and discrimination in its patent licensing.  For example, IDC licenses its patents to 

Apple and Sumsung at very different royalty rates.  Although how IDC would license the SEPs to Huawei would not be identical with those to Apple and 

Sumsung, the royalty rates imposed on Huawei are 10 times more than those paid by Apple and Sumsung.  Considering that Huawei cannot compare to 

Apple and Sumsung in terms of the sales volume of telecommunication terminal markets worldwide, Huawei is unable to afford to pay royalties at such 

excessive rates.   

Placing this before the courts involved many difficulties. IDC legitimately obtained their patent rights, and patents have a certain monopolistic nature.  

What is the relationship between technology monopoly and market monopoly?  How to determine abuse of monopoly position?  All these are current 

global brand-new cutting-edge issues on IP judicial protection.  

Following the judgment made by Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court, the two parties filed an appeals .  In order to ensure the quality of second 

instance hearings, the Guangdong Higher People’s Court appointed Qiu Yongqing, Third Court deputy director, as the chief judge of the judicial panel 

and Xiao Haitang as the presiding judge.  Judge Qiu Yongqing was the presiding judge who heard the “iPad” trademark ownership case ", and possessed 

rich experience in hearing domestic IP cases.   
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Due to the involvement of trade secrets in this case, both parties applied for a non-public hearing.  

No alternative but to pay high prices 

Huawei had always been in a disadvantaged position in its patent licensing negotiation with IDC.  SEPs are essentially a seller’s market, with the royalty 

rates being set almost at IDC’s sole discretion.  It can be seen from the four offers proposed by IDC that Huawei only have two options: accept or to give 

up.  

The [PRC] Anti-monopoly Law, “Sales at unfairly high prices through a monopoly position” is  establishes this as a target practice.  However, relevant 

markets, including commodity market and geographic market, needs to be first defined in order to determine whether a company has engaged in 

monopolistic practices. Even though IDC argued that the 2G, 3G and 4G market should be deemed the same commodity market and that the geographic 

market should be the global market,  the court did not accept IDC’s argument for the reason that different communication standards are non-substitutable 

insofar as these represent different stage of technological development. 

As one of the standard setters, once a standard is finalized, in combination with the legal monopoly nature of a patent, it has the lock-in effect, making 

such a patent the only technology that can be used.  As a result, IDC has 100% exclusionary market share in each 3G SEP licensing market in both China 

and the United States, and thus has a monopoly position.  

A greater key aim in the monopoly case brought by Huawei against IDC was to determine that the geographic market also covers US market.  However, 

whether the PRC Anti-monopoly Law has the extraterritorial effect was the  core issue debated between two parties.  For this point, Judge Xiao Haitang 

interpreted that Article 2 under the PRC Anti-monopoly Law provides that the Chinese court does have jurisdiction over a case involving any external 

monopolistic practices which have the effect of eliminating or restricting Chinese market competition.  But Judge Xiao Haitang also said when applying 

this article, the court also need to observe the principles of effect and reasonableness so as to prevent misuse. 

In this case, the court found that, since Huawei engages in production in China, IDC's patent licensing practices in the United State could have a direct 

impact to the extent that would significantly, substantially, and predictably affect Huawei’s production in China, as well as its exports. Therefore, the 

Chinese court could examine to what extent IDC's monopolistic practices in US would affect Huawei and issue a judgment.  

The anti-monopoly law does not prevent businesses from gaining a dominant position, but regulates any abuse of dominant position.  In this case, Huawei 

accused IDC of conducting monopolistic acts mainly based on the imposition of unfair and excessive royalty rates and “bundling” licensing arrangements. 

In the end, Guangdong Higher People’s Court upheld Huawei’s “accusation” of unfair pricing, mainly based on the following considerations: (i) the four 

offers proposed by IDC were clearly higher, as much as 100 times higher, than the licenses offered to  other companies,; (ii) it is unjustified and 

unreasonable for IDC to impose excessive pricing on Huawei whose global sales of  hand phones is  far less than Apple and Sumsung; (iii) to force 

Huawei to license all of its patents freely to IDC, and then by initiating the “Section 337 Investigation” and litigation, IDC compelled it to grant free 

cross-licensing.  Accordingly, the court found that IDC imposition of unfair and high prices constituted monopolistic practices.      

However, the court did not accept Huawei’s accusation that IDC's offer of package licensing of SEPs constitutes bundling practice.  The full court found 

that the offer of a global SEP portfolio license is efficient for multinational companies like Huawei, and therefore it did not constitute monopolistic 

practice. 
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Finally, both the Guangdong Higher Court and the Shenzhen Intermediate Court found that damages of RMB 20 million yuan should be awarded to 

Huawei  as a result of IDC's monopolistic practices. 

Anti-monopoly: a powerful weapon to break down technology  fortresses 

This case ended in Huawei’s victory.  Moreover, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission also ruled recently that Huawei did not commit patent infringement.  

The key reason why Huawei could win these lawsuits was that Huawei knew how to use IP laws as the weapon to protect itself, particularly by bravely 

applying the anti-monopoly law to break down the technology fortress put up by its opponent. 

Due to Chinese companies being far behind companies of developed countries in terms of autonomous innovation, the establishment of standards and the 

ownership of patent rights in many fields are substantially controlled by multinational companies of developed countries. Even in the Chinese market, 

many patents are monopolized by foreign companies, the use of which requires overseas licensing. Many Chinese enterprises end up with the situation of 

“working for foreigners” by engaging in business with low profits and low added-value3. 

For Chinese enterprises to make a revival, there is  only road to take:   strengthen our capacity for innovation, and only by gaining control over SEPs can 

Chinese company to avoid being "led by the nose".  As to communication standards, Chinese enterprises seldom participated in the 2G and 3G standard 

settings, but Huawei and ZTE began to increase R&D investment in the beginning of 4G communication technology  and finally have a certain  voice in 

the setting of the 4G standard.  Huawei has obtained nearly 20,000 patents, ensuring its place in communication field.  

Huawei’s success in this anti-monopoly lawsuit has important significance. Qiu Yongqing, the Chief Judge [of the Guangdong Higher People’s Court], 

believes that Huawei’s strategy of using anti-monopoly laws as a countermeasure is worth studying by other Chinese enterprises. Qiu suggests that 

Chinese enterprises should bravely employ anti-monopoly lawsuits to break down technology fortresses and win space for development4.  

Moreover, the judges pointed out the importance of involving the relevant professionals in specialized anti-monopoly litigation.  The problems currently 

faced by domestic enterprises include not only the weak awareness of IP protection but also the lack of a reserve of available talent. 

The future competition among countries and companies will mainly be in IP competition.  Only those who are good at self-protection by applying IP laws 

could win greater space and opportunities for development. 

Copyright owned by the Guangdong Higher People’s Court.  Without written agreement or authorization, it is forbidden to try to download or establish a 

mirror image. 

ICP Filing No. Ao5 File 06101287 Business License Certificate 

 

                                                           
3 Translation excerpted from p.76 of the "Competing interests in China's competition law enforcement" by US Chamber of Commerce  

4 Translation extracted from p.76 of the "Competing interests in China's competition law enforcement" by US Chamber of Commerce 

5 Ao = Guangdong 
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ǡɻüǀ��¢ý
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    1ĎɻŁ¼`ž2ŪčȺ�ž_ɑǫɊ�IDC�Ŗ��Ƞ�ɴƙn�ɻɝɞĺ��Ŗȍå	Ğȡ2000ōÒɺ

    ŕɴƙɾzǃƽơȱɲ��iǘƥ
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